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ATVO. SINCE 1978 AMIDST THE NEEDS   

AND OPPORTUNITIES NORTH-EAST. 

ATVO, foremost urban and suburban transport company in the eastern Veneto area, also 

offering airport shuttle and tour hire services, is backed up by over 50 years of experience  

in the sector. It boasts a highly modern structure and works to the objectives of quality service, 

passenger safety and competitiveness in full respect of the environment and of user 

requirements. Experience and professionalism ensure not only services that satisfy the diverse 

transport requirements related to daily work, study and spare time activities, but also that every 

journey is pleasant and comfortable. 

 

Atvo highlights: 

- Express transfer from and to Venice and Treviso airports (Marco Polo and Canova) 

to Venice and Mestre: all 20 minutes from/to Marco Polo and in connection with the 

flights from/to Canova Treviso. 

Transfers are performed with comfortable, air-conditioned coaches, equipped with large luggage 

space and wifi, available immediately outside the Arrivals halls of the airports, where Atvo staff 

is at disposal for assistance and information. 

 

The Marco Polo – Venezia Transfer is direct, without any stops along the way, and allows to 

reach Venice (Piazzale Roma) in only 20 minutes. The best value for price among the airport 

transfers. 

 

The Antonio Canova – Venezia Transfer, which stops first at Mestre Railway station, is the 

only transfer from Treviso airport arriving directly to Piazzale Roma, in the heart of Venice. 

The main stop in Mestre is very close to the train station, national and international railway 

hub, and a few minutes walk from the new Ca’ Marcello hotel district, as well as from the 

cultural centre M9. Further stops on demand are along Corso del Popolo, next to several other 

hotels. 
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- During the Summer Atvo provides regular express services from the airports or from 

Mestre railway station to all seaside resorts of the Adriatic North: Bibione, Caorle, 

Eraclea Mare, Lido di Jesolo, Cavallino and Lignano, with urban bus to the hotel - if 

provided - included in the ticket price. 

 

- All year round Atvo performs connection services to the Dolomites, first of all to the 

renowned ski and holiday resort Cortina d’Ampezzo. The tickets can be purchased at 

the numerous counters at the airports or online in advance, at a reduced price, on 

www.atvo.it or www.daaab.it 

 

- Atvo also offers a wide range of coach hire services for national and international 

tourism, for passengers with reduced mobility as well: travels and tours for schools, 

travel agencies, associations, companies and individuals. 

 


